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Cadences – Parution Septembre/Octobre 2020

Le Monde - Article sur le disque "Debussy-Magnard" publié le 2 octobre 2020

La Nef n° 329 – Parution d’Octobre 2020 – Chronique Musique

Entretien Autour d'Albéric Magnard sur RCF le 8 Octobre 2020

France Musique Annonce du 9 au 12 octobre 2020 de la programmation du Festival "Aux
Armes Contemporains" de la Scala de Paris

Quadratures du Cercle - Wanderer – Article sur la parution du disque Debussy-Magnard
publié le 15 octobre 2020

Artamag' - Focus Appassionato sur le disque Debussy-Magnard - Article publié le 21 Octobre
2020

Le Dauphiné libéré - Annonce de "Barbarie" à la MC2 - Quatuor Béla - Article du 25
Novembre 2020

Le Petit Bulletin - Barbarie - Quatuor Béla à la MC2 - Article publié le 28 Novembre 2020

The Times of Israel - Annonce du Concert du Quatuor Béla au Musée d'Art et d'Histoire du
Judaïsme - Article publié le 10 Décembre 2020

Annonce en Janvier 2021 du Diapason D’Or pour le Disque Debussy-Magnard du Quatuor
Béla

Article ResMusica Adonais Bruno Ducol - Quatuor Béla publié le 27 Janvier 2021

LE Dauphiné Libéré - Le QUatuor Béla à la Brèche Festival - Article publié le 10 mars 2021

Article ResMusica du 17 Mars 2021

Le Dauphiné Libéré - Article sur le concert Schubert Louati au Dôme D'Albertville - 1er Avril
2021

Lyon Capitale - Article sur le concert au Festival de Fourvière Si oui oui, sinon non avec
Albert Marcoeur publié le 7 Juillet 2021

Le Dauphiné Libéré - Annonce des concerts du Quatuor Béla au Festival de Chaillol - Article
publié le 11 Juillet 2021

La Croix - Le Quatuor Béla au Festival Pablo Casals - Article publié le 9 août 2021

Article ResMusica sur le Festival Pablo Casals de Prades publié le 13 août 2021

France Musique - Annonce de la programmation du Festival de Quatuor du Luberon - Article
publié le 13 août 2021

Article ResMusica Quatuor Béla aux Musicales de Blanchardeau 27 août 2021

Fanfare Magazine – Critique du disque Debussy-Magnard par Gil French - Parution
Juillet/Août 2021

The Béla Quartet was formed in 2006 by four Frenchmen who are graduates of the Paris Conservatory. Their
interests are wide-ranging: classical works from every era, new works that they’ve commissioned, musical
theater, mixed media, and jazz. So how are they in the only string quartets written by Claude Debussy (1893)
and Albéric Magnard (1903)?
The Béla play like one person with eight arms; their tuning, intonation, balances, and ensemble are perfect. Their
clear, rippling textures reveal how Debussy uses ascending and descending harmonic progressions to shift the
first movement’s range (tessitura), something I’ve never noticed before despite having heard the quartet
innumerable times. Their pulse and forward flow always convey where they’re heading. They subtly terrace the
second movement’s opening motif against pizzicatos, then simply sail into the second melody as if on a languid
summer breeze with a lilting rhythmic pulse.
Initially I found their sound direct and raw rather than velvety. What sounds like close microphones in the first
two movements reduces the depth of the players’ expression; in other words, they are subtle but the sound is not.
So, I was startled when the third movement opens with a soft, mellow quality, played as directed: Andantino,
doucement expressif (slow, softly expressive). They then use the finale’s quiet introduction to gradually move
from such warmth back to that earlier style, except that now the sound is fuller rather than raw. Or was that
Debussy’s trick, incorporating elements from the earlier movements into the finale? All told, the Béla Quartet’s
reading of this work makes for a very satisfying whole.
When Magnard heard Debussy’s quartet, he said, “I am cured of theorizing about art. In the end it’s all about
personality; nothing else really exists.” And so it is with Magnard as well, who was into abstract rather than
descriptive compositions. As he once wrote, “The most beautiful notion in the world is only perceptible by its
form.” To the point, this quartet is not convolutive or obstinate music, but it’s definitely not “easy listening.” It
demands the listener’s full engagement.
Take Magnard’s very opening movement: It starts briskly on a dominant chord, with the top note hovering
between a half-step sharp and a half-step flat, with lots of modulating before finally resolving to the home key of
E Minor. The first movement, marked “Sonata,” progresses like a German sonata-allegro. The Béla Quartet
shapes its dense textures with long, expressive phrases in which they temper their energy with slight retards. In
suspended cadences their barely noticeable vibrato simply evaporates into tenderness. They maintain a sense of
flow even in serene passages. And the ease with which they slip into the coda is exquisitely subtle.
In the Serenade that follows, they give a firm lilt to the alternating triple versus duple meters, with a mini-fugue
in the middle. In the next movement (“Chant funèbre”), their playing and technique are gorgeous. But their
tempo here feels like an exact fraction that’s based on the tempo of the first two movements. Their basic tempo
seems too fast, missing the mood of a funeral song. They keep the pulse moving so steadily forward that I said,
“Yield! Milk the music.” I react the same way when conductors play the third movements of Schumann’s
Symphony No. 2 or Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 5 too fast. As Leonard Bernstein once said, “If it’s not
working, go slower.” The players give upbeat, upturned, buoyant rhythms to the finale, titled “Dance.” I found
myself tapping toes between counterpoint interludes. They keep the melody lines predominant amid the thick
textures.
Kudos to the engineering team for balanced, resonant sound. And a call-out is due to the mellow, lyrical playing
of cellist Luc Dedreuil. The liner notes read like they were probably from a Magnard conference. The translation
is so excellent you’d think it was originally written in English. The notes are free of gobbledygook, loaded with
background, and are stimulating food for the curious mind. Gil French

Fanfare Magazine – Critique du disque Debussy-Magnard par Colin Clarke - Parution Septembre/Octobre 2021

The French label Le Palais des Dégustateurs has been releasing some remarkable discs of late. One (at least) will
end up in my Want List this year, and it may well be this one. The Béla Quartet is a group of young gentlemen
who clearly play as of one mind. The French biography states that for the 13 years of their existence they have
been labelled the “enfants terribles” of French quartets. The mind boggles, but whatever they are doing, keep it
up.
Right from the start of the Debussy, it is clear this is going to be a strong reading; there is little to no sense of
softening around the edges. With sprung rhythms and a real sense of impetuosity. Definition and tuning from all
four in the first movement of the Debussy is impeccable; turns are as tight as can be, and there is a restless, twilit
atmosphere that reminds me of Debussy’s late Jeux in intent if, certainly, not in musical language. The slightly
dry acoustic supports the pizzicatos of the second movement well. Particularly impressive is how the Béla
realizes the doucement expressif indication of the slow movement, and how the finale’s formal complexities are
laid out bare. This is a tremendous performance; of recent accounts, the Belcea was highly impressive, and this is
up there with that group. The breathless, almost panting way the material emerges is truly compelling.
There are precious few performances of Magnard’s fascinating, and extended, quartet on the Fanfare Archive: it
is entirely possible, as Adrian Corleonis points out in his review of the Ysaÿe Quartet’s performance on Aeon,
that full 20 years separated the two releases with nary a Magnard Quartet in between. It is here that that
concentrated approach we heard in the Debussy first movement pays off hugely. The intertwining of lines in the
violins is beautifully done, a true meeting of equals (Julien Dieudegard and Frédéric Aurier) while rhythms
coiled like springs stop the music from any sort of flagging. Couple this with an advanced sense of harmonic
function (some sonorities radiate tension) and the result is something really special. The whole performance feels
like the Béla Quartet has lived with the magnificent, enigmatic piece for aeons. Magnard’s way with texture,
almost experimental, emerges fresh and adventurous. At some 40-plus minutes this is a major work. It is, I might
suggest, a work that verges on genius and one not to be missed. The second movement is a “Sérénade,” playful
in the best French manner, while the third movement, a “Chant funèbre,” almost Wagnerian in harmony at times.
Certainly, the inherent angst is palpable here. This is a heady, disturbing movement, utterly unique. Performed
with the grit it receives here, it is an overwhelming experience. The finale, “Danses,” is gorgeously light and
fragrant.
Extensive booklet notes seal the deal. A cherishable release, superbly vital performances, and a coupling to die
for. Colin Clarke

Le Dauphiné Libéré - La Musique Sans Marteau à la MC2 Grenoble - Article publié le 9
septembre 2021

La Critique de Gilles Mathivet – Les Affiches 12 Novembre 2021

Liste des Clés d’Or ResMusica, publiée le 7 décembre 2021

